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A previously introduced method to study many-body electrostatic interactions among spherical
particles@H. J. H. Clercx and G. Bossis, Phys. Rev. E48, 2721~1993!# has been used to study yield
stresses and shear moduli for simple cubic~SC!, simple hexagonal~SH!, and body-centered
tetragonal~BCT! structures, with polarizable spheres on the lattice sites, to gain insight in the
electrostatic response of these structures to externally applied stresses. The shear modulusG and the
static yield stressts have been calculated for several ratios of particle to fluid dielectric constant. It
turned out that interchain interactions are very weak in SC and SH structures which is confirmed by
the nearly linearw dependence ofG andts ~even no weak maximum appears in these curves!. The
results reported for the BCT structure are rather unexpected, because bothG and ts suddenly
decrease to zero at large volume fractions. We discuss the data forG andts and compare some of
these results with data obtained by employing the dipolar approximation and the Laplacian
relaxation technique to calculate the electrostatics. This comparison shows that in general a
multipolar approach is indispensable in obtaining correct values forG andt; especially the dipolar
approximation underestimates these quantities. As an example the strength of single vs double
chains has been compared for both the dipolar approach and a multipolar calculation. In the dipolar
approximation the double chain structure seems strongest. However, multipolar calculations show
that the single chain structure is stronger than the double chain structure. ©1995 American
Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the properties of electrorheological~ER!
fluids ~suspensions of highly polarizable particles dispers
in a viscous nonconducting fluid!, and its behavior under
influence of external parameters like the applied electric fi
or the applied stress has grown considerably in the last
cades. Fundamental research, aimed at understanding
physical mechanisms which give these fluids their rema
able properties, and engineering research, for the deve
ment of a number of technical applications~e.g., shock ab-
sorbers and clutches!, took place.1,2 Recent fundamental
research mainly concerned the mesoscopic and microsc
structures found in ER or magnetorheological~MR! fluids, or
the rheological properties of these suspensions. We part
larly mention the aggregation process and, on larger ti
scales, the phase separation which has been shown ex
mentally and studied both theoretically and numerically.3–8

Furthermore the microscopic structure of the aggregates a
ing in ER fluids has been studied.9–13 Electrostatic surface
effects, which are assumed to be important for small agg
gates, have been investigated and it has been shown
these surface effects depend strongly on the internal struc
of the aggregates.14,15 Besides these basically theoretic
studies recent results of dynamic simulations of ER susp
sions, appropriate to study the rheological properties of th
fluids, have been reported.16–19 Bonnecaze and Brady hav
performed dynamic simulations of a monolayer of dielect
spheres subject to a shear flow, incorporating both elec
static and hydrodynamic interactions among the particles
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study the effective viscosity of ER fluids as function of the
shear rate.16 Klingenberg, van Swol, and Zukoski have car-
ried out simulations of monolayers to investigate the sma
shear rate response and the yielding phenomenon, but th
considered the low shear rate limit only.18 They assumed
Stokes hydrodynamics and point-dipole electrostatics, an
with these simplifications they were able to perform simula
tions with a large number of particles. Flow-induced struc
tures have also been studied experimentally aimed at unde
standing the rheology of ER and MR fluids.20–22Phenomena
like the small shear rate response of ER fluids,21 hysteresis
effects, or the slow drift of rheological properties22 have
been investigated.

Consider a suspension of polarizable particles in a vis
cous nonconducting fluid. The dielectric constants of the pa
ticles and the ambient fluid areep andef , respectively. The
dielectric mismatch between particles and fluid is assumed
be large~a5ep/e f@1!, resulting in large polarization forces
among the particles when an external electric field is applied
The particles align in fiberlike structures parallel to the ex
ternal electric field,7,23 and the suspension viscosity can in-
crease by several orders of magnitude. This effect is assum
to be a consequence of the combination of structure forma
tion and electrostatic interactions, the latter resulting in
strong restoring forces when the fiberlike structures are tilte
with respect to the direction of the applied electric field. It is
obvious that the steady shear response of these systems
very complicated, but from both experiments24,25 and dy-
namic simulations16,18 it seems that the response of ER fluids
/95/103(21)/9426/12/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsnse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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can reasonably well be modeled by the Bingham constitu
equation. When the applied stress is smaller than some c
cal stress~denoted by the static yield stressts! these fluids
behave solidlike, and exceedingts results in flow with finite
viscosity ~viscoplastic behavior!. The Bingham equation in
the case of simple shear flow is

t5td1hplġ, t>td. ~1.1!

The measured shear stresst is expressed in terms of th
dynamic yield stresstd , the plastic viscosityhpl , and the
shear rateġ. Experiments reveal insensitivity of the plast
viscosity with respect to the applied electric field and
therefore often replaced by the high shear rate viscosity
the same suspension without applied electric field. It has
been shown experimentally that the yield stress increa
quadratically with the applied electric or magnetic field~e.g.,
Refs. 21 and 23!. For more elaborate discussions about str
in nonlinear elastic materials and stress–strain relations
refer to a paper on ER fluids by Bonnecaze and Brady.17

The process of structure formation in ER fluids is d
scribed by Halsey and Toor.3 They considered two paralle
electrodes with a fixed potential difference; initially chai
and columns arise between the electrodes. During a re
ation process the columns drift together to complete a ph
separation process. In the intermediate stage the chains
columns are more or less regularly spaced, and in the col
nar structures the particles are assumed to be regu
packed on a periodic lattice, in agreement with experime
observations of the internal structure of these columns.10 The
actual size of the aggregates~columns! is large in compari-
son with the particle radius thus we may assume that
particles inside the aggregates~at least several particle diam
eters from the surface14! consider themselves to be on th
lattice sites of a periodic array. Based on these observat
we propose to study the stress–strain relations for ER flu
using a lattice model with~tilted! chains on a 2D array. This
model has the advantage that electrostatic interactions
properly be accounted for, which we consider as import
because they play an essential role in the stress–strain
tions of ER fluids, especially when the dielectric mismat
between particles and fluid is large~a@1! and particles are
touching. Lattice models are often used to study analytic
and numerically the rheological properties of E
fluids.9,13,17,26–29Some examples are the studies by Bon
ecaze and Brady, who have investigated numerically
shear modulus and the static and dynamic yield stres
chains of spheres on a particular 2D lattice,17 and by Davis in
his study of the shear modulus of chains on a 2D squ
array with a finite element method~FEM!.26,27

For completeness we have to mention some drawba
of such a lattice model. Arrays of nontilted single chains
2D arrays are unstable with respect to coalescence, and
idealized lattice structures can only be observed experim
tally as an intermediate state~see Refs. 3, 7!. This instability
is confirmed by light scattering studies by Martin, Odine
and Halsey,8 who observed the process of column coal
cence~see also Halsey and Toor3!. In line with these experi-
mental results we expect a lower electrostatic energy w
the chains are coalesced into columnar structures, but
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,loaded¬05¬Sep¬2011¬to¬131.155.2.66.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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unknown yet how shear moduli and yield stresses are modi
fied in comparison with those obtained for the lattice struc-
tures consisting of single chains on a 2D array. Some pre
liminary results for double chains instead of single chains on
a 2D array, an intermediate step towards a study of columna
structures, indicated minor changes only. Another instability
appears when the lattices are subjected to shear. Consider
single chain which, upon shear, will be elongated~and ro-
tated! resulting in the appearance of equal sized gaps sepa
rating the particles. Such a configuration is unstable agains
noise and the uniform gaps will phase separate and coalesc
into large gaps. Consequently, the model with elongated
chains with equal gap sizes seems not very realistic, but th
results for shear moduli and yield stresses obtained for
double chains, where this kind of instability does not appear
because particles remain touching, indicate minor modifica-
tions for the shear modulus and yield stress only. Future
research should clarify these points, and the results presente
in this paper should be considered as a first step in the de
velopment of an approach to study more realistic structures
for ER fluids. The development of the presented method is
finally aimed at a study of shearing and rupture of columnar-
like structures on a 2D lattice.

Three lattice structures are considered which are com
posed of chains of touching spheres. The first structure con
sists of chains on a 2D square lattice. Introduce the lattice
vectors$i,j,k %. For a nonsheared lattice the chains are paralle
to thez axis of a coordinate system~and to the applied elec-
tric field!. The lattice vector in the chain direction is
k52aêz , where a denotes the particle radius, and is the
same for the three structures considered in this study. Th
other two lattice vectors arei5Rêx and j5Rêy . In the limit
of close packed volume fractions we obtain then the simple
cubic lattice thus we denote it in the sequel simply by SC
structure. Another possibility is to put these chains on a 2D
hexagonal lattice, resulting in a simple hexagonal~SH! struc-
ture. The remaining lattice vectors are then,i5Rêx and j
521

2Rêx1
1
2)Rêy . The third structure is chosen in connec-

tion with the recently published results where a body-
centered tetragonal~BCT! lattice has been proposed for the
internal structure of columnar aggregates arising in ER
fluids.9,10 The BCT lattice is composed of two interpenetrat-
ing tetragonal lattices such that one lattice is just displaced
by 1

2R(êx1êy)1aêz with respect to the other. A top view of
a compact BCT array is shown in Fig. 1. The nomenclature

FIG. 1. Top view of a compact BCT array. The grey spheres are above the
black ones.
No. 21, 1 December 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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introduced for these three lattices will also be used when
respective lattices are sheared. The deformation of these
rays can be arbitrary, but we restrict ourselves to tilting t
lattice vectork, keeping its projection on thez axis constant.
All deformations are then volume fraction preserving.

Several approaches to calculate electrostatic interacti
among polarizable or conducting spheres are employed
the literature; well known examples are the multipolar e
pansion ~interparticle distance as expansion paramet!
which is used in this study, the so-called dipolar approa
which is comparable with a lowest order variant of the mu
tipole expansion technique, lubricationlike techniques w
d, the gap between nearly touching spheres as expan
parameter~see, e.g., Arp and Mason30!, and the Laplacian
relaxation technique as used by Anderson.29 The latter
method also handles multipolar effects, but not in the form
a series expansion. The dipolar approach often provide
good physical insight without going into too much detail, b
is insufficient when used in lattice calculations or in studyin
the response of clusters of touching polarizable particles
an electric field to externally applied stresses. Lubricatio
like techniques have the drawback that these are essent
two-particle approaches. Such a method is very powe
when used to study e.g. electrostatic forces between two c
ducting spheres,30 but it is not possible to incorporate many
body interactions which give a substantial contribution
e.g., the electrostatic interparticle forces.28 Recently Ander-
son employed the method of Laplacian relaxation which a
pears to be efficient for touching spheres with large relat
polarizabilities, i.e.,a@1, and conducting spheres, but
seems to produce different results when compared wit
multipolar expansion.29We will discuss the results of a com
parison between both methods at the end of this paper~Sec.
VII !. With a multipolar approach one is able to study th
effects of electrostatic interactions on the properties of sm
clusters of spheres including the nonadditivity of these int
actions. When applied to lattice structures one ends up wi
quasi one-particle approach, and without too many compu
tional efforts it is possible to calculate the dielectric co
stants for a BCT array of conducting spheres up tow50.69,
and for high relative polarizabilities~a5ep/e f5100! up to
close packed configurations,w52p/9>0.698~see Clercx and
Bossis28!. Electrostatic interparticle forces can also be calc
lated very accurately, and with a multipolar approach w
have recently demonstrated the significance of three-part
contributions to the force functions of touching conductiv
spheres. This implies the failure of the superposition a
proximation for forces between nearly touching conducti
spheres.28 This important effect of many body interaction
indicates that, in order to have a reliable reference model
the stress–strain behavior of ER or MR fluids, it is better
work with some model lattice which enables one to incorp
rate many body interactions. The analogous problem of~non-
additive! hydrodynamic interactions in the low Reynold
number limit has also been studied successfully using a si
lar multipolar expansion technique,31–33and this kind of ex-
pansion methods have demonstrated to be more effec
then often assumed, and even indispensible when includ
three- or more particle interactions.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,aded¬05¬Sep¬2011¬to¬131.155.2.66.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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Most of the theory has been presented in two previo
papers,14,28 thus in Sec. II we restrict ourselves to a sho
summary of the method. In Sec. III we discuss the relati
between the shear stresst and the shear modulusG on the
one hand and the electrostatic energy density on the ot
hand. Results for the shear modulusG for several lattice
structures are presented in Sec. IV where also a compari
has been made with some results from the literature. In S
V we present the results of the stress–strain relations
several lattice structures and focus on the volume fracti
dependency of the static yield stress. In Sec. VI we presen
preliminary comparison of the shear modulus and static yie
stress of a square array of single and double chains.
finish this paper with a discussion and conclusions.

II. ELECTROSTATIC INTERACTIONS IN PERIODIC
STRUCTURES

We consider a system of spherical polarizable particle
with radiusa and dielectric constantep , on the lattice sites of
a periodic array. An arbitrary lattice site is designated as t
origin of a coordinate system. Thez axis of this coordinate
system is parallel to the fourfold symmetry axis of the no
sheared SC or BCT array~or parallel to the hexagonal sym-
metry axis of the nonsheared SH array!. The other lattice
sites are indicated by the vectorRj with spherical coordi-
nates~Rj ,j j ,h j !.

We assume an averaged macroscopic electric fieldE par-
allel to the z axis, and our aim is the calculation of the
dielectric tensore of the three arrays. This tensor is nece
sary to determine the stress–strain curves from which we c
obtain the yield stresses and shear moduli. We use multip
expansion theory, a basic method which is discussed in m
textbooks on electrostatics~e.g., Ref. 34!, thus we can re-
strict ourselves to a short overview of the method. The p
tentials inside the spheres and in the ambient fluid are
pressed in terms of multipole moments and solid spheri
harmonics. The multipole moments are independent of p
ticle position~translational invariance! thus we have to deal
with a quasi-one-particle problem. The boundary conditio
at the surface of the particles, viz., continuity of the potent
and of the normal component of the electric displaceme
~absence of free charges!, are sufficient to derive a set of
linear algebraic equations in terms of the multipole momen
These moments are then determined by solving this set
equations. In our previous paper we have presented an
line how to proceed and introduced the generalized multipo
moments Alm

6 ( l>1,umu< l ) which have the following
form:28

Alm
6 5

4p

~2l11!nlm
a2~ l12!~21! l1m

3@Qlm6~21!mQl ,2m#,
~2.1!

Al ,2m
6 56~21!m

~ l1m!!

~ l2m!!
Alm

6 .

The generalized multipole moments are proportional to t
potential field and its derivatives evaluated at the center o
particle due to the external potential and the presence of
No. 21, 1 December 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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other spheres, and are related with the so-called electros
Faxén laws.35 The constantsnlm , appearing in Eq.~2.1! and
subsequent equations, are defined by

nlm5F 4p

~2l11!

~ l1m!!

~ l2m!! G
1/2

. ~2.2!

TheQlm are the usual multipole moments and have the f
lowing form:34

Qlm5E
V
Ylm* ~u,w!r lr~r !dV, ~2.3!

with V the volume of the particle,Ylm~u,w! the spherical
harmonics, andr~r ! the charge density distribution inside th
particle. The set of linear equations obtained for the triclin
Bravais lattice, with one sphere per unit cell, is

2b1dp,1~2Ezdq,01Exdq,1!

5Apq
1 1bp (

l>1
m>0

Xlm;pq
R1 Alm

1 1 ibp (
l>1
m>1

Xlm;pq
I2 Alm

2 , ~2.4!

ib1dp,1Eydq,1

5Apq
2 1bp (

l>1
m>1

Xlm;pq
R2 Alm

2 1 ibp (
l>1
m>0

Xlm;pq
I1 Alm

1 . ~2.5!

The following shorthand notations are used:

bp5
p~a21!

@p~a11!11#
~2.6!

and

X
lm;pq
$I
R%6

5(
jÞ0

$ Im
Re %~Plm;pq

6 j !xj
l1p11, ~2.7!

with xj5a/Rj . The imaginary unit is denoted byi . The func-
tion Plm;pq

6 j is defined by

Plm;pq
6 j 5S 12

1

2
dm,0D ~21! l1p1m1q

~p1q!!

3nlmRj
l1p11@Mlm;pq

j ~Rj !

6~21!mMl ,2m;pq
j ~Rj !#, ~2.8!

with

Mlm;pq
j ~Rj !5~21!p1q

~ l1p2m1q!!

nlm~ l2m!!

3nl1p,m2q

Yl1p,m2q~j j ,h j !

Rj
l1p11 . ~2.9!

The sum in Eq.~2.7! is a modified 3D lattice sum which is
evaluated with an elegant method based on an Ewald te
nique to improve the convergence of the lattice sums. T
technique was introduced by Nijboer and de Wette some
cades ago.36 This lattice sum contain the following elemen
tary sum:

Slm5nlm(
jÞ0

Ylm~j j ,h j !

Rj
l11 , ~2.10!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,aded¬05¬Sep¬2011¬to¬131.155.2.66.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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with Rj5Rj /R, the lattice vectors nondimensionalized by th
particle separation along thex axis. The lattice sumsS2m are
conditionally convergent, and can be determined by eith
using the method of Nijboer and de Wette36 or following the
approach of McPhedran and McKenzie~for cubic arrays!.37

The internal field in dipole lattices and the related condition
ally convergent lattice sums are also discussed in anoth
paper by Nijboer and de Wette,38 and our method is consis-
tent with theirs.

We have formulated the set of linear equations for th
most general case, the triclinic Bravais lattice with one pa
ticle per unit cell. Previous calculations ofe are restricted to
cubic lattices39–41or, recently, to the BCT lattice.28 The main
practical difference concerning the calculation ofe between
the triclinic lattices and the cubic or tetragonal lattices is th
absence of symmetries, except inversion and translati
symmetry. For the triclinic arrays all lattice sums withl even
have to be calculated~inversion symmetry leads toSlm50 if
l is odd!. Thus in contrast to the cubic lattices or the BCT
lattice, whereSlm50 if m is not quadruple, we have to de-
termine all lattice sums withl even andumu<l ~for the hex-
agonal case,Slm50 whenm is not a multiple of six!. In
general these lattice sums are also complex-valued~increas-
ing the computational cost further! in contrast to the sums for
cubic or tetragonal arrays which are all real-valued becau
of the presence of both the lattice sites (Rj ,j j ,h j ) and
(Rj ,j j ,2h j ).

With the multipole technique described above we a
able to determine very accurately the induced dipole mome
M on the particles in the periodic array, and also the comp
nents of the dielectric tensore. After partial inversion of Eqs.
~2.4! and ~2.5! we obtain a relation between the average
macroscopic electric field and the induced dipole momen
b1a

3E5C•M , with C a configuration dependent tensor an
b15~a21!/~a12! ~see for details, Ref. 28!. A method al-
ready introduced a long time ago by Rayleigh is now used
determine an expression for the dielectric tensor,e5ef~I
13b1wC

21!.39,40 For the cubic lattices the tensorC is pro-
portional to the identity tensor and for the BCT latticeC is
diagonal, with two principal values. It is obvious that for the
triclinic array the components ofC, and thus those of the
dielectric tensor, are not trivial. Although the expression fore
itself looks simple we have to stress that nevertheless t
tensorC is a complicated function ofw and also structure
dependent.

III. THE SHEAR STRESS AND SHEAR MODULUS AS
FUNCTION OF THE ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY

For small deformations ER fluids behave solidlike, and
linear relation between the stresst and straing exists. The
slope, in the limit of zero strain, is denoted by the she
modulusG. The stress–strain relation becomes strongly no
linear beyond small deformations and if a particular value
the applied stress, denoted by the static yield stressts , has
been exceeded ER fluids behave like a liquid. Larger defo
mations require less applied stress, thus the system does
relax back to its initial configuration. For a continuous de
formation the necessary applied stress is expected to dim
ish to a plateau value which is generally denoted by th
No. 21, 1 December 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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dynamic yield stresstd . This plateau value is absent whe
periodic structures are considered, because the stress–s
relation itself should be periodic too. Alternative methods
assess the dynamic yield stress, like those introduced
Bonnecaze and Brady,17 should be used then.

We consider simple shear strains which are volume fr
tion preserving. Introduce the electrostatic energy dens
W~g! for an arbitrary sheared lattice structure. An infinites
mal increment of deformation results in an infinitesim
changedW~g!. The shear stresst on thexy plane, parallel
with the shear deformation, can be defined as the deriva
of the electrostatic energy density relatively to the stra
t5(]W/]g). We assume an averaged macroscopic elec
field
parallel to the z axis, and obtain for W~g!,
21

2E–D521
2E–e–E521

2ezzE
2, with ezz the zz component of

the dielectric tensore. Finally

t52
1

2

]ezz
]g

E2. ~3.1!

The other quantity of interest is the shear modulusG. Its
definition is straightforward,

G5
]t

]gU
g50

. ~3.2!

In this paper we compare some of our results for t
shear modulus with those obtained by Davis who used
slightly different definition oft andG.26 For the shear modu-
lus he introducedG5Gs1Gr , with Gs the stretching com-
ponent andGr the contribution of the rotation of the induce
dipole moment from the chain direction to thez axis.27 We
are especially interested in his expression forGs ,

Gs5
]t

]uU
u50

52a
]ezz
]d U

d52a

E2, ~3.3!

with d52a/cosu, andu5tan21 g. This formula forGs , used
by Davis in his FEM calculus, is nota priori volume fraction
preserving. This condition can be satisfied by reducing
interchain distances when the chains themselves
stretched. This method to calculate the shear modulus i
the sequel denoted by ‘‘stretching method.’’ The stretchi
method, which is computationally efficient as will be ex
plained later on, is good enough to show the general beh
ior of the shear modulus as function ofa, but there are some
discrepancies with exact results. Another problem is tha
cannot take into account the anisotropy in the shear modu
which might arise if a large structural anisotropy exists
two different shear directions.42

IV. THE STUDY OF THE SHEAR MODULUS G

We have determined the shear modulus for the SC, S
and BCT structure with the stretching method of Davis f
0<a<100, keepingw constant by reducing the interchai
distance while stretching the chains. The maximum order
the set of linear equations used to determine the dielec
tensor andGs wasL5125 ~for details see Ref. 28!. In Table
I we present the data for the shear modulus of the SC str
ture obtained by the stretching method but with two differe
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numerical techniques; our multipolar development and t
finite element method used by Davis.26 The data forGs from
Davis are approximate; he did not tabulate his results~except
the value fora510, see Ref. 27!. Convergence of the nu-
merical data are excellent for 0,a<10, where converged
results are already obtained for low values ofL, and becomes
critical whena>50. However, the accuracy fora550 and
100 is roughly 2% and 10%, respectively, and all calculat
values forGs seem to be lower bounds. Although the est
mated margin is large fora5100 we emphasize that no re
sults at all are available forGs thus this assessment remain
useful. In Fig. 2 we have also plotted our data forGs , di-
vided by the relative dielectric constant of the fluidef /e0
~where we used an alternative normalization in order to co
pare the results properly with those of Davis!, as function of
a and compared them with the results obtained by Dav
~E523106 V/m, e058.85310212 F/m, w50.2!. We see that
the results of Davis are not accurate enough, and that
conclusion thatGs is a linear function ofa ~if a@1! is not
correct. The scaling behavior of our data seem to be q
dratic, at least fora.10. Recently published results on th
behavior of the interparticle force in chains as function ofa
suggest quadratic scaling witha, at least fora@1, in agree-

FIG. 2. The shear modulusGs ~N/m2!, normalized byef /e0, calculated with
the stretching method is plotted as a function ofa. The open triangles are
the results of Davis, the filled squares are our data obtained with the mu
polar technique.

TABLE I. The shear modulusG ~N/m2!, normalized byef /e0, for the SC
structure as a function of relative polarizabilitya and orderL for w50.2.
The results are obtained with the stretching method of Davis@Eq. ~3.3!#
~Ref. 26!.

L a55 a510 a525 a550 a5100

5 25.2 87 255 410 539
9 28.1 113 418 782 1.143103

15 29.1 129 592 1.313103 2.193103

121 29.4 140 944 3.793103 1.333104

125 29.4 140 945 3.803103 1.353104

FEM 26.6 114 435 ••• •••
No. 21, 1 December 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ment with our data.29 The quadratic scaling witha becomes
exact fora→`. Strong evidence exists that the reason for t
discrepancy between the results of Davis and ours can
found in the poor resolution obtained with the FEM used
Davis. After inspection of Table I we see that the FEM r
sults correspond with a relative low order solution of the s
of linear equations where linearity betweenGs anda is ap-
parent. However, we see that the data forGs have not con-
verged at all for those low values ofL. We have only pre-
sented and discussed the data forw50.2, but the same
conclusions can be drawn for other volume fractions. Simi
behavior of the shear modulus as function ofL, a, andw can
be shown for the other lattice structures.

We now come to the comparison between the stretch
and the ~exact! shearing method to determine the she
modulus@see Eq.~3.2!#. We have sheared the lattice in thex
direction, i.e., the lattice vectork→k1Dk, with Dk parallel
to thex axis. The deformation is volume fraction preservin
and it is thus not necessary to change artificially the int
chain distances. An important practical~computational! dif-
ference exists between the stretching approach of Davis
the exact calculations to obtain the shear modulus. Thz
axis, which is parallel to the chains, remains a fourfold~SC
and BCT! or a sixfold~SH! symmetry axis when we use th
stretching method. Consequently the lattice sumsSlm @Eq.
~2.10!# with the azimuthal index not quadruple or multiple o
six respectively are zero. This is not the case when we
the exact method. This results thus in a considerably lar
set of linear algebraic equations which should be solved
obtain the induced dipole moments and the dielectric ten
For this approach we therefore need much more computa
time and main memory to calculate the dielectric tensor w
a comparable accuracy as in the Davis approach. For
reason we have not been able to perform sufficiently accu
calculations fora.10 on a IBM Risc 6000 machine. How
ever, as we discuss below, it is not always necessary to
beyonda510.

We discuss first briefly the results of a comparison b
tweenGs~w! andG~w! for the SC structure. The data fo
a52 show appreciable differences;G~w! is approximately
30%–40% larger thanGs~w!. Inspection of the results for
a510 indicate that both curves tend to coincide~e.g.,
w50.3: G/Gs>1.1!. For higher values ofa the differences
become even smaller, and the shear modulus becomes a
linear function ofw ~without maximum!. Both effects are not
surprising and result from the expected dominance of int
chain interactions over interchain interactions for large re
tive polarizabilities. This means that the particles in t
chains do not feel the presence of the other chains, and
differences appear when we stretch or shear the structurea
is large. This results in a nearly linearG–w relation~see also
Bonnecaze and Brady17!. For the SH structure the values o
G are nearly identical with those obtained for the SC stru
ture, and for large relative polarizabilities both approaches
calculate the shear modulus lead to approximately equal
sults. In Fig. 3~a! we have plotted the shear moduli as fun
tion of volume fraction for the SC, SH, and BCT structur
and in Fig. 3~b! the results ofGs~w! andG~w! for the BCT
structure. These results are obtained fora510. For conve-
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nience we have normalized the data for the shear modulus b
the factor 2ef~b1E!2. From these figures we see that for low
volume fractions bothGs and G, calculated for the BCT
lattice, show the same behavior as the shear moduli for the
two other structures. For high volume fractions the exactly
calculated shear modulus shows a maximum and then
sharp decrease to zero. This feature is also in contrast to th
results obtained with the stretching method. To get an im-
pression of thea dependence of the shear modulus we have
plotted in Fig. 4 the shear modulus of the BCT structure as
function of w for several values ofa. If w,0.4 we see the
same behavior as for the two other structures, but after a
maximum we see always the sudden decrease of the she

FIG. 3. ~a! The shear modulusG, normalized by 2e f(b1E)
2, plotted as a

function of w for the SC, SH, and BCT structure~a510!. Filled triangles,
SC; open triangles, SH; filled circles, BCT.~b! The shear modulusG of the
BCT structure, normalized by 2e f(b1E)

2, plotted as a function ofw for
a510. The open triangles are our exact results and the filled circles are dat
obtained using the stretching method of Davis.
No. 21, 1 December 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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modulus. This behavior is related to the electrostatic effe
of nearly touching neighboring chains just before ste
blocking of the deformation~caused by excluded volume
effects!. Although this effect has a purely electrostatic orig
related with the appearance of competing new chain str
tures, and not a mechanical one because particles are stil
touching, it is doubtful if this effect will ever be seen exper
mentally. In reality one might expect slightly different pa
ticle trajectories during deformation. This aspect will b
studied in more detail when the deformation of column
structures is studied numerically; its implications are not y
clear. The maximum and the sudden decrease of the s

FIG. 4. The shear modulusG of the BCT structure, normalized by
2e f(b1E)

2, plotted as a function ofw for several values ofa. Filled squares,
a510; open squares,a58; filled triangles,a56; open triangles,a54; filled
circles,a52.
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modulus is not shown when the stretching method of Dav
is used. The reason is that the appearance of different co
peting chain structures can never play a role in the stretchin
mechanism, thus it will then never be revealed in the value
of Gs near close packed volume fractions. In conclusion th
comparison between the stretching and shearing method
the three structures indicates that the stretching method giv
results which are correct within a margin of 10%–20%, de
pending on the relative polarizabilitya and the lattice struc-
ture considered. Although the method of Davis is not exact
gives a good order estimate of the shear modulus.

Finally we have compared results forG ~and ts! ob-
tained by Bonnecaze and Brady17 for equidistant planes of
polarizable spheres, with a compact SC structure in ea
plane, with those calculated with our method. The deforma
tion was in a direction perpendicular to the planes and the
have studied among other things the shear modulus, t
static yield stressts and the deformation corresponding tots .
For low values ofa we see the same behavior for the shea
modulus~denoted byG'! and the static yield stress~includ-
ing a maximum nearw50.4!. For increasing values of rela-
tive polarizabilities some differences arise between the da
of Bonnecaze and Brady and ours, but the trend remains t
same. The reason is probably that the assumption of tw
body superposition for higher multipoles, which is used b
Bonnecaze and Brady, fails for large values ofa. We have
presented the results of Bonnecaze and Brady for the she
modulusGBB , the static yield stressts,BB and the position of
the maximum in the stress–strain relation,gs,BB [ g(ts,BB!,
together with our results~G' ,ts ,gs! in Table II. We have also
tabulated the values obtained for the shear modulusGi for a
deformation inside the compact SC layers. Quite surprising
the shear modulus is lower for a deformation inside the com
pact plane than perpendicularly. Actually this anisotropy
which tends to disappear at higher values ofa, is due to the
importance of longe ranged many-body interactions betwee
TABLE II. The shear modulusG, the static yield stressts @both normalized by 2e f(b1E)
2#, and the deforma-

tion gs5g(ts) ~normalized bygm! obtained by Bonnecaze and Brady~Ref. 17! are compared with our data for
a deformation perpendicular to the close packed planes. Also reported, the valueGi for a deformation inside the
close packed planes.

w GBB G' Gi ts,BB ts gs,BB gs

a52
0.1 0.40 0.45 0.24 0.082 0.096 0.35 0.37
0.2 0.79 0.83 0.48 0.157 0.171 0.34 0.36
0.3 1.10 1.12 0.71 0.213 0.221 0.32 0.33
0.4 1.30 1.29 0.96 0.229 0.229 0.29 0.29
0.5 1.30 1.31 1.23 0.199 0.203 0.27 0.25

a54
0.1 0.77 0.72 0.52 0.125 0.125 0.29 0.32
0.2 1.50 1.39 1.04 0.243 0.236 0.29 0.31
0.3 2.20 1.99 1.56 0.345 0.324 0.29 0.30
0.4 2.70 2.44 2.08 0.402 0.370 0.26 0.27
0.5 2.90 2.74 2.65 0.389 0.374 0.23 0.23

a510
0.1 2.20 2.07 1.86 0.236 0.210 0.21 0.22
0.2 4.40 4.10 3.72 0.468 0.412 0.20 0.22
0.3 6.50 6.05 5.57 0.687 0.598 0.20 0.21
0.4 8.30 7.86 7.45 0.860 0.749 0.20 0.20
0.5 9.30 9.51 9.40 0.932 0.862 0.19 0.18
No. 21, 1 December 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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different chains at low values ofa. For higher values of
a~a>10! the behavior of the shear modulus is principal
dominated by short ranged interactions inside each ch
and the precise lattice structure becomes less important.
anisotropy also disappears whenw→wcp5p/6 because both
deformations are then symmetrically equivalent. The p
sented data are consistent with this symmetry argument.

We may conclude this section with three remarks. T
first is that we are able to calculate the shear modulus
different lattice structures very accurately for low values
a, and with acceptable accuracy for intermediate values oa.
Secondly, we have shown that the stretching method
Davis gives a reasonable estimation of the shear modu
Nevertheless the claim by Davis thatG is a linear function of
a for largea is incorrect due to the lack of precision of th
FEM used, but rather a quadratic function ofa. Finally, we
have shown that among the three structures studied only
BCT structure gives a maximum for the shear modulus
function of w. This maximum is even very pronounced. I
generalwmax>0.5, and beyondwmax the shear modulus de
creases very abruptly to zero. This latter effect necessitat
more detailed study of deformation of columnar structur
with a BCT structure inside the columns.

V. THE STATIC YIELD STRESS AS A FUNCTION OF
DENSITY

The maximum stress in the stress–strain curve is usu
denoted byts , the static yield stress. The static yield stre
corresponds in general to the minimum stress needed to
stroy the chainlike or columnlike structures arising in E
fluids. For periodic lattice structures the notion of destroyi
the structure by applying a larger stress thants seems not a
very useful one, because the stress–strain curve is a peri
function of g. However, the idea of static yield stress st
makes sense because it defines a stress above which th
riodic array should behave fluidlike whereas it remains s
idlike below. For obtaining the yield stresses we have p
ceeded in the same way as in the previous section. First
have calculated the dielectric tensor, and then the stre
strain curves for the three arrays. Most of the calculatio
have been performed by starting with the initial configur
tion ~SC, SH or BCT!, and then tilting the lattice vectork in
many consecutive small steps in thex direction. The stress–
strain curves are then finally obtained by a numerical eva
ation of Eq.~3.1!. We have considered stress–strain relatio
for relative polarizabilitiesaP$2,4,6,8,10,20,50%. We have
also carried out some calculations with the lattice vectork
tilted along the bisector of the lattice vectorsi and j
~aP$2,4,6,8,10%!.

Consider the SC structure with interparticle separati
2a in the z direction, andR in the x and y direction. The
volume fraction of particles in such an array can be deriv
straightforwardly,w52

3p(a/R)
2. When we tilt the lattice vec-

tor k in an arbitrary direction we obtain a triclinic Bravai
lattice, and if the deformation is large enough one mig
recover the initial configuration. The corresponding deform
tion is denoted bygm , and when we tilt the lattice vectork
parallel with thex axis we obtaingm 5 Ap/(6w). Using
symmetry arguments it is easy to see that we have to c
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sider the range 0<g,1
2gm only. The numerically obtained

results forts are very accurate ifa<20, and the inaccuracy
of the data fora550 is less than 1%~the data forG are then
much less accurate than those forts because of the difficulty
to calculate accurately the slope of the stress–strain curve fo
small deformations where the particles in the chains are
nearly touching!. The yield stress proved to be an increasing
and nonlinear function ofw for a<20, and no maximum
appears. The deviation ofts from linear behavior is large for
small values ofa and the linear regime is reached ifa>50
~see Fig. 5!. It is reasonable to expect also the linearity ofts
as a function ofw whena.50, although we did not examine
this numerically. Such behavior is confirmed by Bonnecaze
and Brady for an array of conducting spheres, although they
performed calculations for another lattice structure.17 The
reason for the appearance of the linear regime is, as dis
cussed shortly in Sec. IV, the dominance of intrachain over
interchain interactions, especially for largea. The deforma-
tion gs5g~ts!, scaled bygm , decreases with increasing vol-
ume fraction ifa<10, but seems to be practically indepen-
dent ofw if a>50. We may expect thatgs is approximately
constant fora.50, and that its value tends to zero when
a→`. This can be explained by the infinite restoring forces
between touching conducting spheres which inhibit any de-
formation of the structure.

The results forts andgs of the SH structure are compa-
rable with those of the SC structure. The main difference is
that this structure allows higher volume fractions to occur.
We do not discuss these results in detail, but we emphasize
that ts is also for the SH array an increasing function ofw
with some saturation for small values ofa.

The BCT structure turns out to be the most interesting
one. The static yield stress shows a sharp maximum, and a
strong decrease to zero beyond that maximum. This is a re

FIG. 5. The static yield stressts of the SC structure, normalized by
2e f(b1E)

2, plotted as a function ofw for several values ofa. Filled tri-
angles,a550; open triangles,a520; filled circles,a510.
o. 21, 1 December 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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markable difference with the other results presented ab
and has also been shown for the shear modulusG. For the
BCT structure we havew53

4p(a/R)
2, and gm5Ap/(3w).

The lattice vectork is again tilted along thex direction. In
Fig. 6 we have plotted several values ofts as a function ofw
for aP$10,20,50%. The accuracy estimates are the same
those for the SC structure, i.e., convergence fora<20 and
1% accuracy fora550. We see the existence of a pro
nounced maximum for the static yield stress. The maxim
shifts to larger values ofw if a increases. In the case o
a550 we clearly distinguish a region~0,w,0.4! where the
static yield stress is a linear function ofw. We expect that for
higher values ofa the linear regime will increase, but th
maximum remains, even in the limita→`. In Fig. 7 we have
plotted gs as function of volume fraction. This function
shows also a sharp decrease to zero for increasing volu
fractions, indicating strong influence of electrostatic intera
tions of nearby chains and of the appearance of new ch
structures. It might be expected that in our model bothts and
gs will approach zero if the close packed structure is a
proached~w52p/9!.

A comparison of the static yield stress for the three
rays show that for small values ofa~<5! the static yield
stress is a nonlinear function ofw for the SC and SH struc-
ture, and they also differ slightly from each other. Both diff
appreciably fromts obtained for the BCT structure for thes
values ofa. The latter is practically linear forw<0.25. If we
compare the results fora510 we see thatts for the SC and
SH structure do not differ much, and up tow50.4 the static
yield stress for the BCT structure is practically equal to tho
of the SC and SH structures and resembles the behavio
the shear modulus, as plotted in Fig. 3~a!, for higher volume
fractions. Whena@50 it is easy to interpolate the results fo
a550 presented in Fig. 6 to get an impression ofts~w!, with
the maximum for the BCT structure and without it for the S

FIG. 6. The static yield stressts of the BCT structure, normalized by
2e f(b1E)

2, plotted as a function ofw for several values ofa. Filled tri-
angles,a550; open triangles,a520; filled circles,a510.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Nded¬05¬Sep¬2011¬to¬131.155.2.66.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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and SH structure. The main difference with Fig. 6 is a res-
caling of the vertical axis whena becomes larger.

Finally we discuss shortly deformations along the bisec-
tor of the lattice vectorsi andj for the three arrays. For such
a deformation we expect the largest differences in compari-
son with the previously discussed results. We have per
formed some preliminary calculations with deformations in
arbitrary directions which confirmed this assumption. The
calculated shear moduli for deformation along the bisector,
using the exact method discussed in Sec. IV, are exactly
equal to those obtained for shearing in thex direction for
both the SC, SH, and BCT structure. From this observation
we may conclude that the shear modulusG is independent of
the direction of deformation. This might also be expected
beforehand from the symmetry properties of these lattices
becausek~g50! is parallel to the fourfold~SC, BCT! or
sixfold ~SH! symmetry axis. The symmetry argument is not
valid for the yield stress becausets is related with some
finite deformation of the lattice. Consequently the symmetry
axis has disappeared. However, the results for the static yiel
stress do not differ appreciably from those obtained previ-
ously for shearing in thex direction. We have tabulated some
data for the SC and BCT structure in Tables III and IV,
respectively. For the SC structure we see that the static yield
stress is slightly higher for deformation along the bisector,
also gs is then higher. Obviously, the linear regime in the
stress–strain curve for small deformations is larger, which is
especially clear for small values ofa. For small deforma-
tions the other chains have now less influence on the stati
yield stress then by shearing in thex direction, because
neighboring chains in the direction of shearing are farther
away. In the case of the BCT structure we see the revers
effect. The static yield stress is lower, and related with it we
have a lower value ofgs . This can be understood by consid-
ering that the interchain distance in the direction of shearing

FIG. 7. The position of the maximum in the stress–strain curve,gs[g(ts),
of the BCT structure as a function ofw. From the upper to the lower curve,
a52,4,6,8,10,20, and 50, respectively.
o. 21, 1 December 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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is now smaller than in the case of a deformation along thex
axis.

VI. THE RELATIVE STRENGTH OF SINGLE VS
DOUBLE CHAINS

As a first step towards an investigation of more realist
structures, for example the columnar structures found in e
periments, we have replaced the single chains on the
square array by double chains. The lattice parameters are
much relaxed that the volume fraction is equal for both la
tice structures. The arguments to compare these two sim
structures are to show that the shear moduli and yie

TABLE III. The static yield stressts , normalized by 2e f(b1E)
2, and the

deformationgs5g(ts), normalized bygm , obtained by deformation along
the x axis and along the bisector for the SC structure.

w ts,x ts,bi gs,x gs,bi

a52
0.1 0.072 0.073 0.346 0.353
0.2 0.129 0.133 0.324 0.340
0.3 0.165 0.175 0.296 0.323
0.4 0.184 0.202 0.267 0.305
0.5 0.194 0.218 0.246 0.287

a54
0.1 0.106 0.107 0.300 0.305
0.2 0.198 0.201 0.287 0.295
0.3 0.269 0.278 0.266 0.282
0.4 0.322 0.338 0.245 0.267
0.5 0.363 0.387 0.226 0.254

a510
0.1 0.197 0.197 0.212 0.212
0.2 0.383 0.384 0.206 0.208
0.3 0.553 0.557 0.198 0.201
0.4 0.708 0.716 0.188 0.194
0.5 0.851 0.865 0.179 0.187

TABLE IV. The static yield stressts , normalized by 2e f(b1E)
2, and the

deformationgs5g(ts), normalized bygm , obtained by deformation along
the x axis and along the bisector for the BCT structure.

w ts,x ts,bi gs,x gs,bi

a52
0.1 0.073 0.072 0.358 0.345
0.2 0.136 0.132 0.344 0.330
0.3 0.188 0.180 0.341 0.319
0.4 0.219 0.207 0.318 0.295
0.5 0.209 0.190 0.279 0.247
0.6 0.139 0.111 0.201 0.136

a54
0.1 0.107 0.106 0.305 0.301
0.2 0.204 0.201 0.299 0.291
0.3 0.290 0.283 0.292 0.281
0.4 0.346 0.333 0.274 0.258
0.5 0.330 0.305 0.233 0.206
0.6 0.176 0.146 0.146 0.115

a510
0.1 0.197 0.197 0.213 0.212
0.2 0.387 0.386 0.209 0.208
0.3 0.567 0.564 0.206 0.203
0.4 0.713 0.705 0.197 0.192
0.5 0.755 0.729 0.171 0.158
0.6 0.469 0.411 0.103 0.085
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stresses of both structures do not differ appreciably, and
resolve the dispute on the relative strength of these cha
structures. An important property of the double chain struc
ture is its inherent electrostatic stability during affine defor
mations.

In order to perform the numerical calculations to obtain
the shear modulus and static yield stress for double chains
a 2D array it is necessary to modify the set of linear Eqs
~2.4! and~2.5! presented in Sec. II. The main modification is
putting a second particle in the unit cell, i.e., the so-calle
quasi-one-particle problem becomes a quasi-two-partic
problem, resulting in a more complex set of algebraic equ
tions and an increase of computational cost. The unit vecto
for the SC lattice arei5Rêx , j5Rêy , andk52aêz . The first
particle is then put in the origin and the second one at th
lattice site $a)êx ,0,aêz%, resulting in two joined chains
with one chain replaced one particle radius in thez direction
with respect to the other chain. The deformation of this pe
riodic structure is in the plane of the two touching chains
i.e., in thex direction. The particle trajectories are then con
strained in such way that during the deformation the touch
ing particles from the two joining chains remain touched an
stay in thexz plane. This results in a downward motion of
the second particle when the lattice is tilted in the positivex
direction. The tilted double chain structure is then electro
statically stable.

We have calculated the shear modulusG for a510 and
the static yield stress foraP$10,50% for three volume frac-
tions,w50.05, 0.1, and 0.25. The results are summarized
Table V. As discussed in Sec. IV we might expect that th
intrachain interactions are most significant, especially fo
w50.05. From these results, based on calculations includin
many higher order multipole moments~up toL531!, we can
conclude that the single chain structure is stronger than t
double chain structure. This is in agreement with data from
Kraynik et al.,43 but it is, rather surprisingly, in contrast with
recently reported results by Gulley and Tao who have com
pared the relative strength of double to single chains.44 They
have claimed that the double chains should be stronger th
the single chains, and have based their claim on a dipol
approximation of the electrostatic interactions among th
particles in the chains. In Table V we also give the shea
modulus and static yield stress obtained with the dipolar a

TABLE V. A comparison of the static yield stresses and shear moduli for th
single and double chain structures on a square lattice, normalized
2e f(b1E)

2, calculated by the dipolar approach~td andGd! and the fully
converged data~t andG!.

w td t Gd G td t
a510 a510 a550

Single chain
0.05 0.061 0.099 0.321 0.999 0.082 0.362
0.10 0.118 0.197 0.633 1.990 0.161 0.723
0.25 0.257 0.470 1.439 4.882 0.361 1.801

Double chain
0.05 0.057 0.088 0.313 0.913 0.084 0.335
0.10 0.110 0.173 0.611 1.811 0.164 0.667
0.25 0.247 0.404 1.743 4.390 0.393 1.652
o. 21, 1 December 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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proach~using L51!. These data confirm the conclusion o
Gulley and Tao fora550. Fora510 the dipolar approach
gives a yield stress for the double chain structure which
lower than the yield stress for the single chain structure, b
the shear modulus for the double chain structure is larg
than for the single chain structure whenw50.25. In the mul-
tipolar approach the yield stresses and shear moduli are
ways larger for the single chain structure.

This kind of structures, including also triple chains an
more complex columnar structures, are important in th
study of the response of ER or MR fluids undergoing shea
The results presented in this section suggest that the def
mation of these structures, or even rupture, should be stud
with an approach with which one is able to include the man
body interactions correctly. A dipolar approximation can lea
to wrong conclusions and is in our view not reliable whe
applied to this kind of problems.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The presented method to calculate electrostatic intera
tions has shown to be suitable to study several properties
arrays of polarizable spheres. However, to study more re
istic ER or MR fluids it is necessary to study the deformatio
of columnarlike structures, and a study of rupture of aggr
gates of polarizable spheres. In our view a multipolar a
proach is indispensible for this kind of studies because lub
cationlike techniques are not appropriate to study rupture
aggregates, and the method employed by Anderson seem
produce too large results for yield stresses for lattice stru
tures with intermediate and low relative polarizabilities
~a<100!. We have not been able to present accurate resu
for high relative polarizabilities yet or for the case of con
ducting spheres. For such systems a multipolar approach
not always very effective. Another approach is the use of th
dipole approximation. This method often gives a good phys
cal insight when chain or lattice structures are studied, b
this is doubtful when more complex structures are studie
The main disadvantage of a multipolar approach is its mat
ematical complexity and complicated numerical implement
tion. This explains the general reluctance in developing su
a technique for this kind of problems.

The necessity to use in certain cases the multipolar a
proach can be illustrated by comparison with some data o
tained by Anderson.29 Anderson calculated the shear modu
lus, normalized to the liquid phase dielectric constant, fo
chains on a square array in order to make a comparison w
results of Davis.26 Davis reported a value of 435 Pa for the
shear modulus fora525 ~w50.2, E523106 V/m!. For the
same conditions Anderson obtainedG5520 Pa. The multi-
polar approach gives a much larger value,G5945 Pa~see
Table I!. It is interesting to note that our data for the shea
modulus for the range 0<a<100 shows quadratic scaling in
a as predicted by Anderson~see Fig. 2 and Table I!. The
values for the static yield stress found with the method o
Anderson are systematically larger than those calculated w
our multipolar approach which might partly be due to critica
differences in the electrostatics related with the configuratio
of the spheres. Anderson assumed that the particles in
tilted chains~with a fixed angle of inclination! are always
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Naded¬05¬Sep¬2011¬to¬131.155.2.66.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬licen
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nearly touching and argued that this approach yields a maxi-
mum value for the static yield stress. Such a deformation
cannot be affine unless interchain distances become large
Our calculations are for affine deformations only and conse-
quently the interparticle gaps are larger; in this specific case
the ratio of the gap between the spheres and the sphere d
ameter is roughly 0.06 where it is 0.002–0.004 in the study
of Anderson~note that the shear moduli obtained by both
methods are equivalent!. Nevertheless we compare Ander-
son’s results for the static yield stress with ours and those
from Bonnecaze and Brady.17 Comparison with the data from
Bonnecaze and Brady~for w50.3 anda510! show reason-
able agreement for the shear modulus, but the static yield
stress is too large. Bonnecaze and Brady found the following
values @normalized by 2ef~b1E!2#: GBB56.50 and ts,BB
50.687. The results of Anderson areG56.5 andts52.1. We
have found the following converged results:G'56.05 and
ts50.598. A same kind of overestimation of the yield stress
is found for the BCT array~w50.1, 0.2, and 0.27, respec-
tively!. For a<50 the calculated values by Anderson~see
Ref. 29, Fig. 5! are three to four times too large, and the
discrepancy grows whena becomes smaller. Their compari-
son with experimental data from Garinoet al.45 show the
same kind of discrepancy, but such a comparison is probably
even more difficult. In our opinion the method of Anderson
provides us with a technique able to predict the right order of
magnitude of the shear modulus, yield stress, etc., but a bet
ter comparison of the results of the yield stressts and
gs5g(ts) for periodic arrays and arrays of columnar struc-
tures obtained by both methods is worthwhile. On the other
hand the study of rupture in aggregates of polarizable
spheres, requires in our view a multipolar approach like ours.

A comparison with the dipolar approach also shows dis-
crepancies with multipolar calculations. Results from the lit-

TABLE VI. A comparison of the static yield stresses and shear moduli for
the SC lattice, normalized by 2e f(b1E)

2, calculated by the dipolar approach
~td andGd! and the fully converged data~t andG!.

w td t Gd G td t
a510 a510 a550

0.10 0.118 0.197 0.633 1.990 0.161 0.723
0.20 0.219 0.383 1.204 3.933 0.305 1.443
0.30 0.284 0.553 1.625 5.814 0.402 2.158
0.40 0.301 0.708 1.816 7.648 0.426 2.871
0.50 0.279 0.851 1.771 9.459 0.385 3.584

TABLE VII. A comparison of the static yield stresses and shear moduli for
the BCT lattice, normalized by 2e f(b1E)

2, calculated by the dipolar ap-
proach~td andGd! and the fully converged data~t andG!.

w td t Gd G td t
a510 a510 a550

0.10 0.119 0.197 0.633 1.990 0.162 0.723
0.20 0.230 0.387 1.245 3.942 0.318 1.443
0.30 0.339 0.567 1.885 5.830 0.481 2.159
0.40 0.437 0.713 2.570 7.528 0.651 2.856
0.50 0.498 0.755 3.210 8.646 0.797 3.481
o. 21, 1 December 1995se¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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erature indicate a substantial contribution of the quadrupo
and higher order multipole moments on the shear modu
and yield stress, even at relatively low volume fractions. R
markable results are the saturation of the shear modulu
function ofa reported by Davis when only the dipolar con
tributions are accounted for.26 Both from that paper and
results presented in this paper show the incorrectness of s
an approach. Other examples are the underestimation by
dipole approximation of the electrostatic force in chains
spheres as shown by Chen, Sprecher, and Conrad,46 and of
the yield stress and shear modulus of an ER fluid consist
of cubic particles by Ota and Miyamoto.47 To illustrate the
differences for the shear modulus and yield stress we co
pared results obtained with the multipolar method to tho
obtained with the dipolar approach~taking into account the
set of linear equations, introduced in Sec. II, withL51!. The
results for the SC and BCT lattice, withaP$10,50%, are tabu-
lated in Tables VI and VII, respectively. The differences b
tween the dipolar results and the multipolar results are st
ing. Fora510 the static yield stress is underestimated by
factor 2–3, and it shows a weak maximum which is obv
ously absent for the fully converged data. The same conc
sions can be drawn for the shear modulus. The differen
for a550 are even more dramatic. For high volume fractio
the yield stress is nearly an order of magnitude larger th
estimated from the dipolar approximation. Also the max
mum in the stress–strain curves obtained with this low ord
approach occurs at a much larger value of tilting, i.
g~tdip!>1.5g~ts!.

Finally some conclusions. First of all we want to stre
that our method allows to calculate accurately the comp
nents of the dielectric tensor, and related quantities as
shear modulus and the yield stress, of periodic arrays of
larizable particles~for a<100! in contrast to both the dipolar
approach and lubricationlike techniques. A striking diffe
ence between the dipolar approach and multipolar calcu
tions can be found for the relative strength of single
double chains. The dipolar approximation lead to the conc
sion that the double chain structure is stronger than the sin
chain structure. However, a multipolar approach leads to
opposite conclusion. The results obtained by the method p
sented in this paper differ with those calculated b
Anderson29 with the Laplacian relaxation technique. This
partly due to small configurational differences, and a bet
comparison, based on the study of the deformation of colu
nar structures, seems worthwhile. We have shown that
stretching method introduced by Davis might be used to o
tain an estimation ofG but that FEM is not accurate enoug
for a.10. The shear moduli and yield stresses for the th
lattice structures considered do not differ appreciably wh
high relative polarizabilities are considered. We find that t
shear modulus is an increasing function of volume fracti
for all a.1 when the SC and SH structures are consider
The shear modulus of the BCT structure shows a pronoun
maximum nearw50.5; beyond the maximum it decrease
very quickly to zero. We get the same behavior for the sta
yield stress. Only the BCT structure shows a maximum
the static yield stress. This maximum, for bothG andts , has
a pure electrostatic origin. Studies on the behavior of colu
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,ded¬05¬Sep¬2011¬to¬131.155.2.66.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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narlike structures, with internally a BCT structure, should b
carried out to investigate bothG and ts for deformations
with more emphasis on possible particle trajectories.
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